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Flying
solo has
given me
back my
belief
IT’S third time lucky for
Frank Carter.

After leading hardcore stars Gallows and then going pop with Pure
Love, he’s now relishing being solo.

But he still wants people to be wary of
his dangerous image.
Frank says: “I’m glad people were
scared of me when Gallows came out.
“It meant I got plenty of space when I
performed as no one wanted to f*** with
me. And those who did, we had a little
rumble.
“I want people to be scared. That’s
what I like about hardcore shows, there’s
an excitement and an energy.
“You can’t buy that. It’s either there or
not. A little mystery and danger is good
for the soul.”
His solo stuff sees him alongside backing band The Rattlesnakes. Frank’s debut
album Blossom has been getting rave

BELLA AND THE BEAR

WHO: Lauren Gilmour (vocals/piano), Stuart
Ramage (vocals/guitar).
WHERE: Ayr.
FOR FANS OF: London Grammar, Rachel
Sermanni, Hector Bizerk.
JIM SAYS: With elements of jazz, hip-hop,
acoustic folk and indie, Ayrshire duo Bella And
The Bear are one of the most interesting acts to
emerge from Scotland recently.
Last week they picked up Best Newcomer at
the Scottish Alternative Music Awards (the
SAMAs), which I had the pleasure of hosting at
The Garage in Glasgow.
Studying commercial music at the University
of the West of Scotland’s Ayr campus, the duo
have been together for just a year.
Lauren told me: “We’re incredibly lucky to be
surrounded by talented, creative and innovative
musicians every day at university — and also
outwith it.”
Glasgow hip-hop favourites Hector Bizerk
have played a massive role in the development
of the band. Hector MC Louie is managing the
duo, while drummer Audrey Tait has produced
their stunning new EP A Girl Called Bella. Lauren said: “We met Louie and Audrey at an open

ONE2SEE
KENT’S finest Keston
Cobblers Club have
been kicking about for
a few years.
But recent album
Wildfire has been a
moment
watershed
and given them a seriup.
leg
ous
In the best way, it’s
all over the shop —
there’s a lot happening with the sound
swinging between folk
and indie rock.
Find out for yourself
tonight — they’re at
Edinburgh’s Electric Circus. Tickets at: kestoncobblers.club
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YOUNG groovers with
their
guitars
has
become all the rage
since
Ed
Sheeran
proved it works.
But adding his own
spin on the genre is
Leo Stannard.
His gruff voice sets
him apart, and his
tunes
are
a
bit
rougher around the
edges than the superpolished pop stuff.
Leo’s new EP Free
Rein is well worth
checking out.
Have a listen now
at:
facebook.com/
leostannardmusic

reviews. And he’s taking it all in, a lot
more this time around.
Frank, 31, says: “When Gallows started I
had the attitude of giving zero f***s about
anybody or anything.
“All of a sudden, you’re doing sell-out
shows. We got to that quicker than most
other people. It was exciting. And it’s easy to get
lost in that.
“Then I lost it all — that
was the harsh reality.
“Going to a sell-out of
3,000 to a hundred people
who didn’t know what was
going on.
“Now I’m slowly making
the climb again. The people know the songs and
are getting involved.
“I’ve got a new-found
appreciation for touring. It’s
nice to have the opportu-

NEWMUSIC
By Jim Gellatly

mic night in Shawlands. It was quite a mad wee
experience. We played a few songs and, after
having a wee chat, they offered us a support slot
at their King Tut’s album launch.
“We’re so lucky to have both of them around
us. Their work ethic is a constant influence on
ours and having them at the heart of our wee
team is the most fun.
“We worked very closely with Audrey on the
arrangement of the whole EP and we’re really
proud of it.
“The production and instrumentation is very
much a step up from the completely acoustic
production of our first EP.
“I think the move from the first release to the
second really signifies how much has changed
in such a short space of time.
“But the thing that remains at the core of it all
will always be Stu and I just playing the music
we love.” A Girl Called Bella is accompanied by a

nity to go back out on the road, turn up
at tiny little clubs and play to people who
know all the words.
“It feels like we’re building something
very special.”
After careering across Europe, Frank’s
heading our way.
He
lines
up
at
The
Cathouse in Glasgow on October 23.
Frank explains: “We’ve only
got 10 songs. Short and sweet
is perfect.
“We end up playing 11, as
one of them can be played in
two ways.
“When we get in the room
and everyone is having a good
time, sometimes I feel like
playing a song over again.
“Tickets aren’t cheap. So you
want to see a gig and experience something. I don’t want

short film, premièred earlier this month at their
EP launch at Glasgow’s CCA.
Lauren explained: “We wanted to convey a
little fairytale as a visual, as well as doing it
musically.
“Iain Henderson, the BAFTA new talent winner, along with his team at Vivid Elements,
worked on the project with us along with a few
very talented friends of ours that work in illustration and animation.
“A Girl Called Bella follows a character on a
journey, lapsing between imagination and reality. It was a really special moment screening it
for the first time to a sold-out crowd in the CCA
and we have some exciting ideas of where it will
go next. The film epitomises what we do as a
band. We’re really proud of it.”
A Girl Called Bella EP is out now, with plans to
take the film across Scotland.
Bella And The Bear’s forthcoming live dates
include supporting Gomez man Ben Ottewell at
Bakers in Kilmarnock on December 19.
More: www.facebook.com/bellaandthebear
l Jim presents a weekly showcase of New
Music on Amazing Radio Sundays 2-4pm.
amazingradio.com and jimgellatly.com
l Photo credit: William Topping/Vivid Elements (williamtopping.com)

to bore anyone.
“The second album has already started
being written.
“The more music you have out, the
more weapons you have in your arsenal.
“I’m going to try to get as much out as
possible so I can get back to where I
belong, which I feel is up there with the
best of them.”
While respectful of the guys in the
band behind him, Frank is happier than
ever now he’s in total control and calling
all the shots.
He adds: “This is who I am right now
and going forward.
“Putting my name on the front and
having so much control feels good.
“It’s like a democracy, I run it all by
the people around me but the final say
is mine.”
lFor tour tickets and more info, go to:
andtherattlesnakes.com

Watch video of band at: thescottishsun.co.uk

